
Our Process



From consult to contract completion, we pride ourselves on a first-class planning

process in route to luxury lifetime events.
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INITIAL CONSULT
Our journey begins with a complimentary 45-minute consultation with the owner,
founder, and leading planner, Cristina Capone.

CONTRACT
Once we decide that we are the perfect fit for one another, you will receive our
Service Agreement, Contract & Full Invoice (deposit due at signing), along with your
custom planning timeline!

EVENT VISION
Building on our discussions from your initial consult, we will deep-dive into how
exactly you envision your day. This ensures that from the start, we have a clear
understanding of the wedding you are imagining.
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PULSE CHECK & BASELINE
Now, how close are you to your event vision? How can we use our near-decade of
expertise to fill in any buttonholes in your plan? Working within our contracted
service offering, how can we help? Here's where we make some recommendations
and share ideas!

AISLE PLANNER
Meet our leading industry planning tool: Aisle Planner!

As a client of Planned by Cristina Capone, you and the designated members of your
planning team will receive access to an online portfolio dashboard customized for
the planning of your event timeline, layout, contacts, and more! Here is where we
collaborate over the course of our planning together, keeping everyone lockstep in
achieving that ultimate event vision!

THE EXPERIENCE
It's here, your wedding day! Now sit back in that first-class seat of your "luxury event
liner" and enjoy every second of the hot towel, champagne, heels up wedding flight
experience.
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